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Emily Dickinson both resists and insists upon a reader finding significance within her 

poetry. A dialogic engagement is demanded through her works, but at the same time, a set 

interpretation of meaning is impossible to pin down. Dickinson’s poetry is thus an anomaly that 

begs to be understood and misunderstood simultaneously. Punctuation, word selection, unclear 

referents, capitalization, ellipses, syntactical irregularity, variants, and ambiguous pronouns are 

all methods Dickinson uses to tease the reader into her web of multiple perceptions. In spite of 

the riddling and often frustrating combinations within each poem, the reader is undeniably 

rewarded for any time spent closely analyzing the work. Finalizing an interpretation of 

Dickinson or her poetry is both reductive and impossible, but closely analyzing the smorgasbord 

of possibilities reveal insights and comparisons one never would have imagined. 

In poem # 185 “A Wife - at Daybreak - I shall be -,” Dickinson employs her normal 

methods of throwing off the reader, yet her particular use of unclear pronouns and references 

prompts a discussion of what is the actual subject of the poem: an overt mention of marriage or 

a distinct allusion to death. The question eventually becomes which is the metaphor for which? 

Though this question will  never be answered, an exploration into the poem’s references and who 

is being addressed provides multiple ways of interpretation and a much more faceted explanation 

of meaning. 

It is necessary to take this poem line by line to concisely decipher the pronouns and their 

antecedents. The first line, “A Wife - at Daybreak - I shall be -” (1) indicates the speaker. 

The “I” in this line, anaphorically references “Wife”, indicating a presumably female speaker at 



 

the onset of marriage. The first-person singular pronoun “I” stays consistent throughout the 

poem and does not pose much of an issue for identification; this pronouns harkens back to the 

speaker. In spite of this seemingly set reference, it is interesting to note the construction of 

gender. The referent of I is wife, which implies that the speaker’s identity is constructed in 

relation to her implied counterpart- the husband figure. Acknowledgement of this interpretation 

is necessary as the imagery and references to death and marriage and Dickinson’s comparison of 

the two become more pronounced. 

Dickinson surely begins to complicate the reader’s perception of the addressee in the next 

line, “Sunrise - Hast Thou a Flag for me?” (2). “Thou”, or the primitive form of  you, could 

firstly be applied back to “Sunrise,” if this referent was being directly addressed. In this 

situation, the sun is being asked whether or not it has a sign at daybreak that indicates the 

speaker is now a wife. This reading of “Thou” is the most obvious because the dash, line break, 

and the anaphoric relation all point to the “Sunrise” being the recipient of the pronoun. Another 

way “Thou” could be deciphered is in relation to a particular person outside the poem, the 

speaker’s husband. In this interpretation, the speaker would also be asking her husband to signal 

whether or not she has passed into wifedom. Through this reading of “Thou”, the speaker 

appears much more uncertain in questioning her partner as opposed to an intangible 

conceptualization like the sun.  The next construction of “Thou” could be read as an address to 

the reader. The same question is being asked by the speaker yet having this second person 

singular pronoun embody a larger audience, makes the question being asked almost a plea. The 

speaker must resort to asking the world at large instead of a particular entitity like a sun or 

husband. A vulnerability is thus much more perceptible through this reading. A final (though 

nothing is final) interpretation of the addressee could relate to a higher power, or God-figure. 



 

The capitalization of “Thou” and the seemingly unanswerable nature of the question elicits a 

sense that the speaker could be interrogating God. Though this is perhaps the loosest 

interpretation of the pronoun at this point, it becomes an integral variant when the metaphor of 

death becomes apparent. These variations of the “you” pronoun, become the basis of ambiguity 

throughout the remainder of the poem, yet many other analyses of the recipient of address 

develop along the way. 

Another line in the first stanza that must be examined for its use of pronouns reads, “How 

short it takes to make it Bride -” (4). The first “it” has no discernible antecedent, but could be 

inferred to reference marriage or, to carry the metaphor, death. The second “it” becomes 

problematic. A reader would expect the first person pronoun me, or perhaps a cataphoric 

reference to “a Maid”, to be used in this construction. It is simply jarring to see the speaker 

attribute herself the pronoun “it”. The implications of “it” as an object or thing allude to the 

objectification of the role of wife or bride. “It” could also indicate an achievement, in the sense 

of making it to marriage. Both of these versions of the purpose of “it” are simultaneously wrong 

and right, but they definitely complicate our perception of the speaker’s feelings on marriage. 

The last two lines of the first stanza again rehash the issue of who is being addressed. The 

lines read, “Then - Midnight - I have passed from Thee -/ Unto the East - and Victory.” (5-6). 

Here “Midnight” replaces “Sunrise” as the most obvious referent of “Thee”, yet “Sunrise” still 

remains a possible interpretation of this pronoun. The ambiguity of both “East” and “Victory” 

complicates the metaphor and the assignment of meaning. If the “Thee” were Midnight, the 

context of the first stanza would suggest that the speaker has achieved the consummated status 

of wife. If the “Thee” stood for her husband, these lines could easily be seen as erotic with the 

sexualization of “East” and “Victory”. When “Thee” assumes the identity of the reader, or an 



 

address to the world at large, the act of passing, for the first time, strongly insinuates death. 

There is a sense of agency that is perceptible in the verb choice as well as in the word “Victory”. 

If addressed to the reader, the speaker removes herself from a threshold of indecision and 

darkness represented by “Midnight” and moves towards the “East”, where the sun rises on a 

sense of achievement. A final evaluation of the pronoun “Thee” could conceivably represent 

God. In this case the passing away seems to have the more specific destination of heaven 

based on the transitioning of light to dark and the sense of victory. Another more contradictory 

explanation could presume that the speaker passes away from God into an existence that is 

victorious based on it’s separation. Perhaps the speaker shows a departure of innocence in this 

sense or a push towards sin (maybe activated by the potential for suicide). As the addressee 

adopts various masks, insight becomes more muddled yet interest becomes heightened. 

Though there are many unclear references in the second stanza one of the most 

confounding has to do with “ Softly - my Future climbs the Stair -” (9). The “my” connotes 

ownership in this line and spurs the question: why is the speaker’s future personified? 

Could “Future” also refer to the “Thou” and “Thee”? This newest addition to the list of 

addressees, adds another lens to the interpretation of the poem. The speaker would now note life 

to come in the application of  “Future” to the you pronouns. This label is another that alludes to 

death and conflicts the presentation of marriage, especially with the imagery of a future “softly” 

climbing the stairs to heaven. 

The final lines of the poem add to the growing list of possible addressees in addition to 

supporting the metaphor of death as a foil to marriage. The lines read, “Eternity - I’m coming - 

Sir -/ Master - I’ve seen the Face - before -” (12-13). “Eternity” offers a new explanation of the 

recipient of this poetic information. If the you pronouns are referencing eternity then the 



 

metaphor of death to marriage is still intact. Eternity as a married woman could be read 

negatively or positively, and the same contrary reading could be evident in eternity as death. 

At last we figure out that “Master” is the person or concept that is most likely being 

addressed throughout the entirety of the poem. Though this seems definitive, the reader still 

has no idea who is considered the “Master.” The word “Sir” placed directly before “Master” 

could imply masculinity to the list of potential antecedents, but the “Sir” could also be ascribed 

only to “Eternity”. The idea that the addressee is “Master” transforms one’s perceptions of the 

recipients in this poem. Sunrise, Midnight, the reader, the husband, God, Future, or Eternity 

have now been characterized as a potentially masculine “Master”. Yet again, all previous 

interpretation is flipped, by this new understanding of the addressee.   

Each new perspective of the you pronoun in the poem adds and/or removes a layer of our 

previous conceptualization. The complexity of the poem is enhanced by this variability of 

potential addressees, but it proves inconclusive and unsatisfying. In this poem, the reader leaves 

with no concrete sense of whether the speaker is criticizing marriage or excited for its prospects. 

Also, the allusion to death is undefined as a desirable or dreaded end. Though this reading does 

not leave the reader with a sense of comfort, it does promote an interesting insight into 

Dickinson’s theoretical opinions and tricks. By choosing not to choose, “A Wife - at Daybreak - 

I shall be -,” becomes a stronger, multidimensional poem that never clearly answers who or what 

is being addressed.

 
 
 


